PERSONAL
BRANDING
EXPERIENCE
Showing up as your full, true and authentic self is hard.
It's easier to hide, to not show up fully, to look at what
everyone else is doing.
But the thing is – when you blend in, you don’t get noticed.
And whilst that might feel safer - as a business owner, it sucks.
It's the last thing you need.
It’s your shiny, sparkly self that gets you noticed.
Not the laptop lifestyle. not the peony, pastels and pearls in
Paris bollocks. Or anything else so cliché it makes you do a little
vomit in your mouth.
We spend so much time worrying about not being liked and not
being accepted, We tone ourselves down, We hide our quirks,
We try not to rock the boat too much. This trying to fit in is
bloody hard work.
It isn't easy, sometimes we need a little helping hand.
Someone who sees our soul, our potential and our sparkle,
even when you try your best to hide it from us all.

CONTACT
hello@professionalrebel.co.uk
+44 (0) 7944 022711

Someone who will gently push you out of your comfort zone,
with love, cheekiness and a bit of a no bullshit attitude,
because that’s where the magic lies.
Sometimes you just need a little rebel to encourage you to shine.
And here I am.

www.professionalrebel.co.uk

EXPERIENCE ONE*
(LIMITED DATES AND AVAILABILITY)
Here's what's included:
Pre-Shoot Business and Brand Questionnaire
Shoot Inspiration Vibe & Vision Board
Consultation & Guidance on locations, timings, outfits, hair, make up and props
Between 2 - 4 hour's photography, a mix of indoor (if permitted) and outdoor
A combination of styles - lifestyle, editorial and headshot
A private online gallery to choose from
Your favourite 10 images fully post-processed in high resolution jpeg format
Additional photos available to purchase individually or in bundles
Full Usage Rights

£650 - Apply Now

“I want to say thank you so much for this
experience - working with you has helped me
appreciate, accept and allow my own awesomeness.”
Ellen Carr, Holistic Living Mentor
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EXPERIENCE TWO
Here's what's included:
Pre-Shoot Business and Brand Questionnaire
Shoot Inspiration Vibe & Vision Board
Consultation & Guidance on locations, timings, outfits, hair, make up and props
Between 2 - 4 hour's photography, a mix of indoor (if permitted) and outdoor
A combination of styles - lifestyle, editorial and headshot
A private online gallery to choose from
Your favourite 35 images fully post-processed in high resolution jpeg format
Additional photos available to purchase individually or in bundles
Full Usage Rights

£1150 - Apply Now
Payment Plan Available

“OMG you've captured the best parts! Fucking Amazing
- I can't believe that's me dude! Your eye for detail is
what I hoped for - you got all the aspects: the fun; the
serious; the quirky; the sexy; the feminine; the raw.”
Niki Yeadon, Crystal Point Piercing
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EXPERIENCE THREE
Here's what's included:
Pre-Shoot Business and Brand Questionnaire
Shoot Inspiration Vibe & Vision Board
Consultation & Guidance on locations, timings, outfits, hair, make up and props
Between 4 - 6 hours of photography, a mix of indoor (if permitted) and outdoor
Transportation between nearby locations
A combination of styles - lifestyle, editorial and headshot
A private online gallery to choose from
Your favourite 75 images fully post-processed in high resolution jpeg format
Additional photos available to purchase individually or in bundles
Full Usage Rights
A voucher towards photography of your next in-person event - as a thank you for working with me

£2100 - Apply Now
Payment Plan Available

“Doing the shoot has changed the way I feel about
being visible. I know that I can do it. I feel more
confident in every aspect of my business. I’m
prepared to face the world now.”
Alli Graham, She Rules Online
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TOP UP SHOOTS

(AVAILABLE FOR EXISTING CUSTOMERS ONLY)

Here's what's included:
Mini consultation with guidance on locations, timings, outfits and props
Up to 2 hour's photography, a mix of indoor (if permitted) and outdoor
A combination of styles - lifestyle, editorial and headshot
A private online gallery to choose from
Your favourite 6 images, fully post-processed in high resolution jpeg format
Additional photos available to purchase individually or in bundles
Full Usage Rights

£300 - Book Now

“She's fun, she's kind, and she can do epic things
with a camera - you leave loving yourself more
than when you arrived.”
Laura Powner, Mind & Money Mentor
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